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CAMBRIDGE LT

Extraordinary Dimensional Thickness
Cambridge LT laminated fiberglass asphalt shingles are the pinnacle of the Cambridge
line, for performance and protection. Their extraordinary dimensional thickness creates a
high-definition, natural “shake” look and profile. A double-layer construction of extra-heavy
fiberglass mat combined with a tough modified sealant provides superior strength, durability,
wind and weather-resistance. Cambridge LT carries a limited lifetime warranty.

Charcoal Grey

Dual Black

Weatherwood

Driftwood

Dual Brown

Harvard Slate

Forest Green

Dual Grey

Size: 1038 mm x 349 mm (40 7/8” x 13 3/4”)
Exposure: 149 mm (5 7/8”)
Quantity per pallet: 60 Bundles
Coverage per package: 2.32 m2 (25 sq. ft.)
Shingles per square: 60

Warranty Term: Limited Lifetime Material
Wind Resistance Warranty: Up to 210 km/h
Fire Resistance Rating: Class A 		
Iron Clad protection period: 10 years
Cambridge LT: Algae Resistant Granules

Corresponding Products
The “HP” stands for “High Profile”, which means that they’re also
designed to enhance the architectural shake-like appearance and
dimensional profile of premium laminated fiberglass shingles.

Note: Shingle swatches shown are as accurate as modern printing processes allow. Shingle chips
shown do not fully represent the entire color blend range of the shingles. To ensure complete satisfaction
please make your final color selection from several full size shingles and view a sample of the product
installed on a home.

ARMOURGARD Ice & Water Protector
“Invisible” protection against roof leaks.” Helps prevent water
leakage due to ice dams and wind-driven rain. Armourgard also
creates a self-sealing bond around roofing nails.

Limited wind warranty coverage up to 210 km/h for Cambridge LT
Note: Cambridge LT shingles available from Calgary and Sumas plants are designed with an straight cut.
†† Use of an approved underlayment beneath all fiberglass shingles is strongly recommended especially on roof slopes
below 6:12. Class “A” Fire Resistance Rating is achieved only with the installation of an approved underlayment.

